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Hosting & Cloud Computing:
Virtual Training Platform Project
When an enterprise client needed a virtual training solution, class was in
session. Creating a cloud-based, virtual lab complete with user-defined
private training environments, we taught our clients more than the
material. We taught them a new way to work. | Problem solved.

Our client is an international provider of financial services and investment resources that help individuals and
institutions meet their financial objectives. Once known primarily as a mutual fund company, our client has adapted
and evolved over the years to meet the changing needs of its customers. In addition to more than 300 proprietary
mutual funds, they also offer discount brokerage services, retirement services, estate planning, wealth management,
securities execution and clearance, life insurance and more.
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An enterprise client was looking for a
virtual training solution that:

The c1 team created a customized, cloudbased solution that effectively conducted
hands-on training classes over the internet:

The c1 team’s cloud-based training
solution effectively delivered for the client:

n Taught their internal team how

to implement and utilize the
Tomcat Server technology from
a consilium1 vendor partner,
SpringSource.
n Was comprehensive, inexpensive,

and allowed the team to get
immediate hands-on experience
with the Tomcat technologies.

n Supported multiple web applications

within a cloud-based environment
with private cloud environments
designated for each user.
n Users logged in to their “Virtual

Sandboxes” for online training exercises
and hands-on experimentation. Users
could also login anytime, anywhere to
complete “homework assignments” or
experiment within their virtual sandbox.
n Online training classes were completed

in 3 stages for 10 - 15 users over 2 - 5
days. To aid in the implementation
process, private user environments were
left live for several weeks after the training
sessions ended to allow users to return
for reference and additional hands-on
experimentation.

n The training solution allowed the

client to successfully train their
staff on the SpringSource Tomcat
technologies and effectively
implement the technologies into their
existing business operations.
n Streamlined training operations

and dynamic provisioning resulting
in improved cost management,
increased productivity, and scalability
for our client.
n c1 created a customizable cloud-

based training environment and
repeatable process to leverage
for future clients. The cloud-based
framework can be completely
transformed to apply to other
technology needs or alternative
training solutions.
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